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is very low at liquid nitrogen temperature [1] . Although a thin layer of amorphous carbon (aC)
is typically sufficient to reduce charging effects to an acceptable level, it turns out that aC films
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
to a search for an optimal specimen support for cryo applications and other means of reducing specimen is sufficiently high, the charge is compensated by a current from ground and observable 14 charging should not be present. However, charging effects were observed on aC, a material 15 which is assumed to have sufficient electrical conductivity [2] . Proposed explanations are that 16 the surface of the aC layer has insulating properties or that charging occurs in a contamination 17 layer adsorbed on the aC film [9, 10] .
18
Only recently, the charging of aC thin films has found a beneficial application in the use as film, the physical reason for negative charging is still not understood.
28
In the present study, we systematically analyzed three aC thin films fabricated by different effects, different steps were undertaken to avoid contamination of the thin films [16] . X-ray pho- 
Materials and methods

44
We used the identical methods to analyze the phase-plate films, referred to as thin films in the 45 following, as in our recent publication [16] . TEM experiments were performed in a dry-pumped
46
Hitachi HF-3300 transmission electron microscope (Hitachi High Technologies, Naka, Japan) probe and varied between 50 and 100 pA. In this electron-optical setup, the camera length is in the 59 order of L=3 mm and the beam diameter on the thin film was ≈20 nm. The MAESTRO central 60 computer control system for the electron microscopy laboratory was used for data acquisition
61
[17].
62
Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the electron-optical setup used to study charging of carbon thin films. An additional test specimen is implemented in an aperture holder above the objective lens. The tested phase-plate film is inserted in the sample holder plane that coincides with the BFP of the objective lens prefield. This allows to rapidly change the thin films and to heat the film or measure the return current to ground by using appropriate TEM holders. The imaging lenses can be adjusted for either EELS measurements or HFPP imaging. A SE detector is used to simultaneously record the SE time evolution with the EELS signal. Reprinted from [16] with permission.
EELS and HFPP data give information on changes of the thin-film thickness and on charging 
with the intensity of the zero-loss peak I ZL , the intensity of the LL region I LL , the thin-film 66 thickness t and the inelastic mean free path λ [18] .
67
The power spectrum of a HFPP TEM image contains information on a phase shift caused
68
by an electron-beam induced modification of the thin film. The Thon rings in power spectra of 69 phase-contrast TEM images can be described by the phase-contrast transfer function (PCTF).
70
Due to the low magnification achievable in this electron-optical setup, strong overfocus (-) val-71 ues of ∆ f between 100 and 500 µm were used to ensure a good visibility of Thon-rings. The 
with the electron wavelength λ e and the spatial frequency q. φ PP is the phase shift of the 75 unscattered electrons (q = 0) relative to the scattered electrons (q > 0) caused by charging of the 76 thin film. In this convention, a positively charged patch on the thin film implies a positive value 77 for φ PP . Detailed information on the determination of the charge polarity can be found in [15] .
78
The phase shift φ PP and defocus ∆ f of the images are determined by a Matlab-based (Math- As the PCTF appears squared in the power spectra, a phase shift of 83 π between two power spectra cannot be distinguished. This implies that the sign of phase shift 84 steps between subsequent power spectra of close to π/2 is ambiguous.
85
The XPS analysis was performed using a K-Alpha Jena, Germany).
110
To avoid contamination, the thin films were cleaned by different methods as noted in Table 1 .
111
UV cleaning [22] was carried out ex-situ using a 10 min cleaning procedure in the ZONE Cleaner
112
(Hitachi High Technologies Canada) for each side of the thin film. Heating of the thin films was 113 performed in situ and overnight at a temperature of >250
• C using a Gatan heating holder (Gatan 
Experimental Results
120
In this section we present the experimental results on thickness, SE and phase shift evolution 
Evolution of the relative thickness
125
Tracing the relative thickness (t/λ) evolution reveals processes linked to a deposition or re- Thread aC kept at RT for 2.5 h due to the strong overfocus. Slight mechanical drift of the thin 140 film during data acquisition can be recognized as a minor elongation of the spot. The EB aC thin film shows a strong initial decrease followed by a slower increase if the thin film is heated directly after insertion in the microscope (solid red line). t/λ is strongly decreased after overnight pumping at 260 • C and only shows a minor decrease (dotted red). After 3 days of in-situ heating, the t/λ evolution is almost flat (dashed red). (c) The SLG thin film exhibits a lower t/λ value after heating to 450 • C overnight (dashed green line) compared to the value measured at RT (solid green). The evolution is flat at elevated temperature and shows a decrease at RT. (d) The EELS spectra of the SLG thin film acquired before (green line) and after (blue) the RT measurement depicted by the blue line in (c) show the decrease in thickness. The EELS spectra acquired at 450 • C shows an overall decreased intensity and exhibits a peak at ≈ 15 eV (yellow line). The time axes is calculated for an electron beam current of 60 pA and is for illustration purposes only. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
7
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 
SE evolution
164
The time evolution of the SE signal gives an insight into the rate at which the SEs escape thickness can influence the SE yield [16] . As both thin films don't show a significant change with the camera length L≈3 mm.
198
The results for the PVD aC, which was UV cleaned ex situ and analyzed at RT, are depicted in The measured phase shift evolution determined from the acquired HFPP images can be interpreted as initially positive (asterisk) or negative (circles) and is compared with the phase shift expected from the thickness decrease of the EB aC (x). (b) Phase shift evolution for the EB aC thin film on the 2nd (solid red) and 4th day (dashed red) of heating to 260 • C in the microscope shows a small negative phase shift. The time axes is calculated for an electron beam current of 60 pA and is for illustration purposes only. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T
The analysis of the phase shifting behavior of the EB aC thin film is depicted in Figure 6 .
207
The determination of the phase shift step between two subsequent power spectra is possible only 208 in the interval between -0.5π and 0.5π because a shift of π leads to the identical power spectrum.
209
This implies that a measured phase shift between two power spectra of 0.5π is ambiguous and 210 could be as well interpreted as -0.5π. In the case of the EB aC thin film at 260
insertion in the microscope, we initially measure a phase shift step of close to 0.5π which can 212 be interpreted either as positive (red asterisks in Figure 6a ) or negative charging (red circles).
213
After the initial phase shift step, the phase shift evolution tends to negative charging followed phase shift of up to ≈ -π must be present for the negative phase shift interpretation (red circles).
223
In case of the positive phase shift interpretation, the measured (asterisk) and expected (+) curves 
XPS measurements
230
To further study the apparent differences between the PVD and EB aC thin films, XPS ex-231 periments were conducted. Table 2 shows the results obtained for both films with and without 232 surface cleaning and the corresponding XPS spectra can be found in the supplementary data. The
233
C1s line is composed out of several peaks which can be attributed to different C bonds [28] [29] [30] .
234
The first component is found at 284.4 eV and corresponds to sp 
239
The analysis of the PVD aC thin film reveals the composition of the carbon bonds for the 240 uncleaned and cleaned thin film (Table 2) . In both cases, the peak corresponding to the sp can be attributed to π-π * transitions and amounts to ≈ 3 % in both cases.
247
The sp 2 bonds contribute only 17 % to the overall C bonds of the uncleaned EB aC thin film 
255
In addition to C, additional elements were found which are listed in Table 2 . The presence The XPS data together with a residual gas analysis within the Hitachi HF3300 (supplemen- partial pressure, water molecules will as well be present on the surfaces of the specimen. 
Discussion
287
In this section we discuss the experimental results and deduce the underlying microscopic 
Conditions for charging effects 298
The assumption that thin films with reasonable conductivity, including C thin films, do not show any charging or thickness changes.
313
The fact, that the thin films have to be kept at an elevated temperature for a prolonged pe-314 riod of time to prevent charging, indicates that desorption processes are likely to be involved.
315
Surface layers of adsorbates are present on the thin film shortly after insertion in the micro-316 scope. A common type of adorbates are hydrocarbon molecules which were identified as the 317 source of contamination buildup in a transmission electron microscope [32] . In the following, 
Electron-stimulated desorption can cause negative charging
352
In the previous section we claimed that the removal of water molecules from the thin-film including the desorption of adsorbed molecules from the thin-film surface. The probability for a 371 PE to induce ESD is then dependent on the SE yield y, which was determined by measuring the 372 total incident current and the return current from ground to be y=0.001-0.01 for the investigated 373 thin films, multiplied by the probability of a SE to initiate the desorption of a water molecule.
374
Additionally, the spatial and energy distribution of the generated SEs and the activation energy The WF in the central, 'dry', disk with radius R is equal to the nominal WF of C, φ C , while it is 397 decreased in the 'wet' areas by the adsorbed water to φ 1 =φ C -e·δV.
398
The measurements of the WF change upon water adsorption showed an increasing δV with 399 increasing water coverage which saturates once a monolayer of water is adsorbed on the surface It is emphasized that, although the central area is charged negatively, the thin film as a whole 407 is still a charge neutral entity. ESD can cause the desorption of neutral molecules or charged is depicted in Figure 8c with the potential ranging from -δV (purple) to 0 V (white). Here, the at a negative potential -δV in the illuminated area.
445
To reveal the dependence of the phase shift on the amount of WF change, calculations of the 446 electrostatic potential distribution in the vacuum area above a charged thin film were conducted.
447
The illuminated thin film is modeled as a surface with a circular (radius R) unit-step potential 
where the interaction constant is C E =6.53 · 10 is affected, i.e., the profile will extend to higher spatial frequencies. As the investigated aC thin 477 films only showed minor charging effects, it is reasonable to assume that their properties are
478
close to a metal-like behavior at the investigated temperatures. (≈250 nm). This size can be linked to the boundary 2R/(λ e L).
483
Under the assumption, that both, upper and lower, thin-film surfaces are equally charged, the 484 observed phase shift of -0.2 π has to be divided by a factor of 2. δV can then be calculated to be 485 -0.4 V for the SLG thin film at RT which corresponds well to expectations from literature [40] . will decrease compared to an isolated water molecule due to electronic structure relaxation and 493 charge transfer with the C atoms of the surface; 2. We expect the coverage of the surface to be less 494 than a full monolayer at the studied temperatures and 3. the thin films exhibit a surface roughness
495
which can lead to a loss of dipole moment due to a misalignment of the water molecules with 496 respect to the thin-film surface.
497
We assumed that water is the main component of the adsorbed surface layer and that water thus also valid for different adsorbates which can be desorbed by ESD and lower the WF.
508
The removal of water in the dry area and the resulting potential distribution not only causes 509 a negative phase shift on transmitting electrons but additionally has an effect on the detectable 510 SE signal. A generated SE can only escape from the thin film if its kinetic energy is larger than 511 the WF. As the WF is restored to the nominal value in the dry area, the energy barrier for a SE 512 to escape from the thin film increases, which leads to a decreasing number of detectable SEs.
513
This effect is indeed observed in Figure 4 , where the SE signal is plotted as a function of the conditions, the coverage with water can vary between different aC thin films.
553
The residual gas composition in the Hitachi HF-3300 mainly contains water (supplemen- 
583
We did not study the longevity of the charged patch in the presented experiments and can thus 584 only speculate about the speed of the re-coverage of the surface with water.
585
In contrast to the beam current, a significant influence on the detectable phase shift is given beam diameter is however increased strongly much larger phase shifts could be be achieved. hydrocarbon layer is self-limited to a few monolayers, the observed t/λ composition can only be 605 explained by assumption of a porous thin film structure as schematically depicted in Figure 10b .
606
This assumption is confirmed by the comparative XPS measurements of the PVD and EB 607 aC thin films (Table 2) . XPS is a technique sensitive to the first few nm of a sample only. The structural differences between the EB aC and all the other C thin films and its significance to the irradiated area [16, 32] . After the desorption ceases, surface sites of the carbon thin film 648 itself are available for hydrocarbon molecules to bond and to form a contamination layer leading 649 to the observed thickness increase. This interplay between desorption and deposition can also be 650 observed in the analysis of the phase shift evolution of the Volta PP at 60
• C (Figure 7a, [14] ).
651
The evolution first shows a negative phase shift caused by ESD followed by a trend to positive 
656
The time resolution of the PCTF measurements is not sufficient to unambiguously resolve 657 the phase shift evolution of the EB aC directly after insertion (Figure 6a ). The initial phase shift 658 step has a value close to π/2 which can be interpreted as a positive or negative phase shift. As 659 the following phase shift steps are smaller than π/2 and tend toward a negative phase shift, the 660 first guess is that the initial phase shift step is as well negative, which will be denoted as 'nega- phase shift is about π larger than expected from the thickness decrease (c.f. Figure 2b and 6a).
665
In addition to the decreasing thickness, a negative charging must occur to explain the higher 666 negative phase shift. This negative charging could be explained by ESD and an accompanying 667 WF change. As hydrocarbon molecules are only physiosorbed on the thin-film surface, a strong 668 influence on the WF is not expected and the major part of the WF change is assumed to originate 669 from ESD of water.
670
The phase shift evolution on the first day can also be interpreted as an initial positive phase 
702
The described charging phenomenon is a plausible explanation for the functionality of the Thread aC) and 450
• C (SLG) for the analyzed C thin films.
795
• Strong structural differences between thin films denoted as 'aC' can occur which influence 796 the characteristics of the negative charging.
797
• is taking place much faster than the deposition of contamination.
806
• The described model of charging could affect any phase-related technique in (scanning) 807 transmission electron microscopy and can influence the contrast of secondary electron 808 images. 
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